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Bandar Lampung city government policies in terms of land use to build supporting infrastructure development of the city has a negative impact for the sustainability of the environment in Bandar Lampung city. The lack of land owned by Bandar Lampung city, resulting in function a green open space land Forest City Park Way Halim changed into land for economic development and business areas by government. Through its policies, the government changed the function of Way Halim City Forest Park which initially serves as a green open space is now the business development area.

This study aims to determine whether the factors that led to Park City Forest Way Halim converted into regional economic and business development. This research use
a case study with descriptive approach. The data obtained in this study is primary data that is the result of interviews of several informants, and secondary data from documents obtained from various sources.

The results of this study indicate that factors cause function changing of Way Halim City Forest Park became the business district are (1) the consent of the government's previous Bandar Lampung (2) the economic interests of the government of Bandar Lampung. Policy transfer function of the way Halim Forest Park City to the business district undertaken by the government to give some impact. First, communities displaced interact and activities as is often done in the region. Second, the amount of green space in Bandar Lampung city slowing down or away from the standard 30%, and the third, environmental changes in the future.
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